ABSTRACT One way of improving the performance of a search engine is increasing the hit ratio of the search engine cache. A common and widely used approach for increasing the hit ratio is a combination of the result cache, the posting list cache, and the intersection cache, yielding a three-level cache architecture. However, the existing multi-level cache architectures do not consider the dependencies among the content cached in different parts. Thus, the same content might be stored multiple times in the architectures, resulting in duplicate hits. In other words, a large amount of space in the cache is wasted. In this paper, we propose a new static content-based three-level cache architecture that adopts a new content-based three-level Web cache filling algorithm that takes into account the dependencies among the content cached in different parts. In the proposed cache architecture, duplicate hits are reduced and the hit ratio increases. Extensive experiments were conducted on a real data set. The results have shown a significant improvement on the hit ratios compared with two existing approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Search engines are used as a prevalent way to find information on the Internet by submitting a query to the engines. Nowadays, search engines process tremendous queries hourly. The volume of queries increases steadily over time, so how to process a large number of queries over a huge amount of data in a short execution time is a real challenge. To enhance the performance of search engines, caching techniques are frequently used.
A number of caching techniques used in search engines have been studied so far. Current search engines often use five popular caching techniques, namely result cache [1] - [5] , posting list cache [6] , [7] , intersection cache [8] , [9] , snippet cache [10] , and document cache [11] . The wellknown cache replacement strategies include LRU, LFU and LCU [12] . Regarding the cache filling strategies, wellknown ones include Freq-Based [1] , Freq/Size [6] , Costbased, Freq×Cost/Size and Freq×Cost 2.5 . In order to achieve further performance gains, different multi-level cache architectures are proposed, for example the two-level, the threelevel, as well as the five-level architectures [13] - [19] , which are combinations of several caching techniques. However, the caching mechanisms of these cache architectures often ignore the relationships of the cached contents in the separate caches. For instance, the result cache stores the results of a query with some terms that are also stored in the posting list cache. In this case, we have duplicates in both caches and the cache space is wasted.
The cache architectures that adopt different static caching mechanisms affect the performance of query processing in different ways. Currently, there are two kinds of caching mechanisms used to fill up the content of separate caches. One caching mechanism fills the contents of separate caches independently without considering the relations of the contents [6] , [8] , [13] - [15] , [20] . The order of filling separate caches is not considered in this caching mechanism. Another caching mechanism was proposed in the five-level cache architecture [17] . In this caching mechanism, the relations of the contents in separate caches are evaluated by the scores of the cached items. The score of an item is calculated from the frequency of the item, the time to fetch the item from the inverted index, and the cache space needed to store the item. Since an item is chosen for storing, the scores of all remaining items that are affected are recalculated. Although this mechanism improves query latency, it does not reduce duplicate hits.
In this paper, we propose a new static three-level cache architecture that uses a new content-based caching mechanism to make best use of the cache space and remove duplicate hits. The proposed web cache consists of three parts, i.e., the result cache (RC), the posting list cache (PC), and the intersection cache (IC). In the proposed cache architecture, we propose three cache filling algorithms to fill RC and PC to reduce duplicate hits. In addition, we propose a new term set generation algorithm (TSG) that generates sets of terms from the queries in the query log. The generated term sets are sorted in the descending order of their scores, where the score of each term set is calculated based on the frequency of the term set and the size of the cache space needed to store the intersection of the posting lists of the terms in the set. The term sets with high scores are cached in IC. We propose four ways of filling IC that choose different lengths of the term sets.
Experiments were conducted on a real AOL query log and the document collections of Wikipedia. 1 The cache sizes of 200 MB and 500 MB were used in the experiments. The experimental results have shown that the proposed web architecture has improved the hit ratio by 7% over the two existing methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work. Section III presents the architecture of the proposed web cache. Section IV proposes three algorithms for establishing the dependency between RC and PC, the term set generation algorithm that provides candidates for the intersection cache (IC), and the C3C filling algorithm that establishes the dependencies among RC, PC, and IC. Experiment results are included in Section V. Section VI provides conclusions of this work.
II. RELATED WORK A. RESULT CACHE
It is used to cache the results of previously submitted queries. When a new query is issued to the search engine and if the results of this query are cached, the search engine will return these results immediately. Markatos [1] studied queries from EXCITE search engine and found that there are a considerable number of these queries with similar terms. The study also shows that the results of queries with high frequency could be stored in medium cache sizes, and a small cache is effectively for static caching techniques. Static dynamic cache that contains static cache and dynamic cache parts was proposed by Fagni et al. [2] , in which the only-read static part caches the submitted queries with high frequency and the other part is used for a chosen replacement strategy. Altingövde et al. [3] proposed a cost-aware caching strategy for the static caching based on results of queries and their execution time. Gan and Suel [4] studied the weighted problem of caching results in order to maximize cost savings instead of hit ratios, and proposed a feature-based method that provides improved results. Ozcan et al. [5] studied a query frequency problem to maximize the hit ratio for the result cache, then provided a more accurate feature established based on the stability of query frequency over several given time intervals. Kucukyilmaz et al. [21] studied the feature extraction problem from Yahoo query log and proposed a machine learning model to improve the hit ratio of the result cache.
1 https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20161201
B. POSTING LIST CACHE
This cache is another way to retrieve the results of a submitted query if not found in the result cache. The posting list cache is used to store the lists of terms of submitted queries. Since a new submitting query is formed by several cached terms, the cache returns result identifiers of the query intermediately. Baeza-Yates et al. [6] , [20] studied the trade-off problem, and found that storing posting lists of terms would achieve a higher hit ratio compared to cache query results in medium-size caches. They also proposed a new static caching method to store posting lists which yields improved results. Zhang et al. [7] studied inverted index compression and index caching problems. Machine parameters that affect the performance of combing the two techniques are discovered, such as CPU speed and disk speed.
C. INTERSECTION CACHE
The intersection cache (IC) works similar to the posting list cache. However, IC stores the intersections of the posting lists for some term sets formed by several terms. If a submitting query is made by the cached term sets, IC will return result identifiers of the query. Therefore, the execution time of the query is decreased. Search engines integrated with IC can improve their performance. Zhou et al. [8] explored the item sets that appear frequently in queries, and suggested a new replacement policy for the intersection cache. A three-level cache that contains the proposed intersection cache was proposed, and improved results were obtained. Tolosa et al. [9] studied the integrated cache that combines the posting list cache and the intersection cache in a single stored space. The term pairs are structured to make an efficient use of the cached space in order to maximize the hit ratio.
D. SNIPPET CACHE
Document servers often use two types of caches in order to return queries results, i.e., Snippet cache and Document cache [22] . In general, each result of a query contains a summary related to the search keywords, i.e., a snippet. The snippets that have been produced from previous queries are stored in the snippet cache. Ceccarelli et al. [10] defined a concept of supersippets, which were formed by several sentences in documents, and were presented to answer coming queries.
E. DOCUMENT CACHE
This cache is used in documents servers to store several previously retrieved documents. Next time when the document is requested again, the time of retrieving it from the disk is saved. Ozcan et al. [11] proposed a hybrid dynamic result cache consisting of two sections: a docID cache and an HTML cache.
F. MULTIPLE LEVEL CACHE
To take the advantages of storing results and storing posting lists, Saraiva et al. [13] designed a two-level caching VOLUME 7, 2019 architecture that was formed by these two caches. Baeza-Yates and Jonassen [14] suggested an optimal way to split a given stored space for the result cache and the list cache. Dong et al. [18] proposed new data selection for caching results and posting lists, and designed a two-level cache architecture. SSD was used as a secondary memory in this architecture in order to improve the performance of search engines. Detti et al. [19] studied the impact of invalidation mechanisms on the LRU caches and proposed the hit probability model based on Poisson distribution. Then this model was used in the two-level hierarchical cache. In the work of Long and Suel [15] , the high frequent term sets appeared in queries are first exploited to be stored in the intersection cache, and a three-level cache was proposed to combine the result cache, the posting list cache and the static intersection cache. Marín et al. [16] designed a cache hierarchy architecture to efficiently process user queries. The different caches in this architecture store diverse cached items which address frequent queries effectively, such as segments of index and query answers. Ozcan et al. [17] proposed a multilevel static cache architecture that combines five different caches, i.e., the result cache, the posting list cache, the scored cache, the intersection cache and the document cache. They then provided an optimal way to split a given memory for the five caches.
G. CACHE REPLACEMENT STRATEGY
Based on an overview of different cache replacement proposals, Podlipnig and Böszörményi [12] defined five main groups, namely frequency-based (e.g., LFU), recency-based (e.g., LRU), recency/frequency-based (e.g., LRU*), randomized strategies and function-based. Ma et al. [23] proposed a new weighting size and cost replacement policy (WSCRP), which was an extension of LFU. Hasslinger et al. [24] proposed a class of score gate least recently used (SG-LRU) for web caching strategies. The hit ratios achieved by SG-LRU were better than that of LRU. Bechmann et al. [25] studied the hit density problem and proposed a new cache replacement, namely Least Hit Density.
H. CACHE FILLING STRATEGY
Each filling strategy uses a different algorithm to compute a score for each item. The items with high scores are selected to fill up the caches. The five following popular strategies are listed.
• FB (Freq-Based): This strategy adds popular items, such as queries or terms, to corresponding caches.
• FS (Freq/Size): Each item is assigned a score by a fraction of its frequency and its size, then the items with high scores are selected to fill up the caches [6] .
• Cost (Computation Time): To reduce the execution times of items (queries or terms) to load results from servers, the items with high computed time are cached in this strategy [26] . • FC (FB * Cost 2.5 ): It computes score FB * Cost 2.5 for each item, then the items with high scores are put into the caches.
• FCS (Freq*Cost/Size): It calculates score Freq*Cost/ Size for each item, then the items with high scores are stored in the caches.
III. ARCHITECTURE OF CONTENT-BASED THREE-LEVEL WEB CACHE
The Content-based three-level web Cache (C3C) architecture consists of three components (illustrated in Fig. 1 ), i.e, a result cache (RC), an intersection cache (IC), and a posting list cache (PC). The RC stores the results of some queries previously submitted, where for a query, each of its results includes the title, URL, and the snippet of the corresponding web page. The PC stores the posting lists L(t i ) of some terms t i that appear in submitted queries. The intersection cache stores the IDs of the intermediate results of some previous queries. The intermediate results refer to the list of IDs of the web pages that contain a set of terms T that appear in previous queries. There exist dependencies among the content cached in these three components. The methods to establish the dependencies is presented in Section IV. The C3C is the main memory resident. When a query Q arrives, it works in the following way:
Step 1: Result Cache Checking: If the query is stored in the result cache, The query's results are returned to the client; otherwise, go to the next step.
Step 2: Intersection Cache Checking: If a set of term sets T = {T i } can be found in the intersection cache, such that T i ∈T T i = Q, the result web pages are determined using T i ∈T L(T i ) and returned to the client; otherwise, let Q m be the set of missed terms, Q h be the set of hit terms in the intersection cache, and L(Q h ) be the list of web page IDs that contain Q h . Go to the next step.
Step 3: Posting List Cache Checking: If all the terms in Q m can be found in the posting list cache, the result web pages are determined using
) and returned to the client; otherwise, the missed terms will be passed to the next step.
Step 4: Inverted Index Reading: Fetch the posting lists of the missed terms from the inverted index.
IV. DEPENDENCIES ESTABLISHMENT IN C3C
This section presents the algorithms for establishing the dependencies among the three components in the C3C.
A. DEPENDENCY BETWEEN RC AND PC
In this section, we propose three cache filling algorithms that establish the dependency between the result cache and the posting list cache. These algorithms differ in terms of the ways of considering the dependencies.
1) QUERY ORIENTED FILLING (QOF)
Algorithm QOF aims at reducing the response time of frequent queries with small size of results. It chooses the cache where less space is used. For instance, given a query q, if the space used to store the results of q is less than the space used to store the posting lists of all terms in q, the RC will be chosen to store the results. Otherwise, the posing lists of all terms are put into the PC. In addition, the content of RC depends on the content of PC, which means that if PC has stored all the terms of a query, the algorithm will not store its results in RC any more. Algorithm 1 describes the pseudo code of algorithm QOF. It consists of the following three steps.
Step 1: Scoring: For each distinct query q and each distinct term t, a score is computed as score = freq/size, where freq is the frequency of query q or term t in the query log and size is the cache space needed for storing the results of query q in RC or the cache space needed for storing the posting list of term t in PC. All the queries and all the terms are sorted in the descending order of their scores, respectively. In other words, if W ≥ T , the posting lists of the missed terms of the query will be cached in PC, otherwise, the results of the query will be cached in RC.
Step : Filling PC: This step is optional and is only needed when RC is full, but PC still has an amount of free space. The PC is filled up with the posting lists of terms with high scores.
Example 1: Tables 1 and 2 are used to illustrate how algorithm QOF fills RC and PC. The scores of the queries and terms are shown in the tables. Fig. 2 shows the cache filling process of algorithm QOF. The first query to be processed is q 1 . In the beginning, the content of PC is blank, hence all the terms in q 1 are not stored. PC uses the size of T = 60 KB to cache the whole posting lists of these terms. To store the results of q 1 , RC uses W = 30 KB. Since W < T , RC is selected to store the results of q 1 . The following query q 2 is now processed. Because PC uses less space than RC, PC is used to store the posting lists of the terms in q 2 . The next query to be processed is q 3 . Since PC stored all the terms in q 3 , it does not make sense to store q 3 and q 3 is discarded. Finally, for query q 4 , PC does not store any term in q 4 . More cache space is used in PC, compared with RC, i.e., W = 20KB < T = 35KB, RC is then chosen to store the results of q 4 .
2) TERM ORIENTED FILLING (TOF)
Algorithm TOF firstly stores the posting lists of the terms with high frequency and small storing space in PC. According to the literature, caching posting lists of frequent terms would achieve a higher hit ratio compared to caching the results of frequent queries. When PC is full, the algorithm continues to fill RC. In order to better utilize the space, when deciding whether or not storing the query's results in RC, the content of PC is referred. Similar to algorithm QOF, if PC has stored all the terms in the query, this one is discarded. The pseudo code of algorithm TOF is briefly described in Algorithm 2, which includes the following three steps. Step 1: Scoring: The scores of terms and queries are calculated in the same way as the first step in algorithm QOF. All the terms and queries are sorted in the descending order of their scores, respectively.
Step 2: Filling PC: PC is filled up with the posting lists of terms with high scores.
Step 3: Filling RC: The queries are processed in the descending order of their scores. For each query under processing, the content of PC is examined to verify how many terms of the query have been cached. If all the terms in the query are found in PC, this query is discarded. Otherwise, the results of the query are added to RC. Example 2: Tables 1 and 2 are still used to demonstrate the process of Algorithm TOF. The process is shown in Fig. 3 . Firstly, PC is filled up with the posting lists of the four terms with high scores, i.e., 'blue', 'car', 'orange', and 'mouse'. Next, the queries are respectively processed. For q 1 , its terms are missed in PC, RC is then selected to store its results. Similar to query q 2 , thus the results of q 2 are put into RC. Because PC stores all the terms in q 3 , q 3 is discarded. Due to the same reason as q 1 and q 2 , RC stores the results of q 4 .
3) SCORE ORIENTED FILLING (SOF)
Different from algorithms QOF and TOF that sort queries and terms separately, algorithm SOF poses a unified order on both queries and terms according to their scores. All the queries and terms are put into a list in the descending order of their scores (normalized into range [0, 1]). In this algorithm, we use an entry to refer to either a query or a term in the sorted list. If the retrieved entry from the list is a term and the PC is still not full, PC will store the posting list of this term. If the retrieved entry from the list is a query, the algorithm first checks whether PC stores all the terms in the query. If yes, the query is discarded, otherwise, the space used to store it in both PC and RC is calculated. The cache with less space used is selected. If the selected cache is full, the other one is chosen. The algorithm stops when both RC and PC are full. Algorithm 3 describes the pseudo code of algorithm SOF. It includes the following two steps.
Step 1: Scoring: The scores of queries and terms are computed in the same way as those in algorithms QOF and TOF. Tables 1 and 2 are used to explain the process of Algorithm SOF. Fig. 4 shows how PC and RC are filled by using algorithm SOF. The queries and terms are put into one list in the descending order of their normalized scores. The algorithm processes entries (queries and terms) in the sorted list one by one. If multiple entries have the same normalized score, we just arbitrarily decide their order. In this example, the first entry under consideration is term 'blue'. The posting list of 'blue' is put into PC. The next entry removed from the list is query q 1 . Since all the terms in q 1 are not stored in PC, VOLUME 7, 2019 RC stores the results of q 1 . Similarly, RC stores the results of q 2 and the posting lists of 'car' and 'orange' are stored in PC. When q 3 is removed from the list, the algorithm finds that all the terms in q 3 have been existed in PC, so that q 3 is discarded. Finally, the posting list of 'mouse' is put into PC.
B. DISCUSSIONS
Three filling algorithms, i.e., QOF, TOF, and SOF are proposed to establish the dependency between RC and PC with the same purpose of reducing the duplicate hits in RC and PC. If considering a baseline filling algorithm that fills RC and PC separately without considering their content, RC will cache the results of queries q 1 , q 2 , and q 3 according to the scores of the queries in Table 1 and PC will cache the posting lists of terms 'blue', 'car', 'orange', 'mouse', and 'toy' according to the scores of the terms in Table 2 . Given two testing queries (toy, blue, orange) and (orange, blue), there exist duplicate hits in the cache filled by the baseline algorithm. However, no duplicate hit is found in the caches filled by our proposed algorithms.
Among the three proposed algorithms, TOF is the most effective algorithm, since it does not have any duplicate hit. Algorithms QOF and SOF may yield caches with duplicate hits.
C. TERM SET GENERATION
In the C3C architecture, the intersection cache (IC) stores the intersections of the posting lists for some term sets. Each term set contains several terms that have appeared in some queries. Previously, frequent itemset mining has been applied for generating term sets for the intersection cache [8] . However, this method only considers the frequency of the term sets. The space needed for storing the intersection of the posting lists is ignored. This section proposes a new algorithm that considers both the frequency and the space needed for caching when generating term sets. Algorithm 4 describes the pseudo code of term set generation algorithm TSG. It consists of the following three steps.
Step 1: Initialization: The generated term sets are stored in a list TS, where each element s represents a term set. Let s.size be the space needed for storing the intersection of the posting lists of the terms in s and s.fre be the frequency of the term set. In the beginning, TS is empty.
Step 2: Generating Term Sets: For each distinct query in the query log, algorithm TSG firstly generates all possible term sets from the query by calling function GenerateTermSets(q). In this algorithm, we only consider the term sets that contain no less than 2 terms. For each generated term set, the space needed for storing the intersection of the posting lists of the terms in the term set is calculated by calling function Space(s). Then the term set with the smallest space needed is added to TS and its frequency is initialized as 0.
Step 3: Updating Frequency: Having the generated term sets in TS from the previous step, algorithm TSG scans the query log and calculates the frequency of each term set in TS. Specifically, for each query in the query log, function GenerateTermSets(q) is called to generate all possible term sets from the query. For each generated term set, if it is found in TS, the frequency of the term set is increased by 1. After all the queries in the query log have been processed, algorithm TSG returns TS.
D. DEPENDENCIES AMONG RC , PC AND IC
This section presents the filling algorithm of the contentbased three-level web cache (C3C). The C3C consists of three caches, i.e., RC, PC, and IC. In previous sections, three algorithms for establishing the dependency between RC and PC are proposed. According to empirical study in Section V, algorithm TOF outperforms the other two algorithms. Motivated by algorithm TOF, the C3C filling algorithm proposed in the section fills the three caches in the order of PC, IC, and RC. The cache to be filled later will consider the contents of the caches filled before. In other words, the content of IC depends on the content of PC and the content of RC depends on both the contents of PC and IC. The C3C filling algorithm tries to avoid cached duplicate data, so that the cache space is better used. Algorithm 5 describes the pseudo code of the C3C filling algorithm. It consists of the following four steps.
Step 1: Scoring: the algorithm calculates the score for each term, each generated term set and each query, by dividing its frequency by the space needed for caching it, i.e., score = freq/size. Terms, term sets, and queries are sorted in the descending order of their scores, respectively. Step 2: Filling PC: PC is filled up with the posting lists of terms with high scores. Step 3 set have been cached in PC, this term set is discarded. Otherwise, it is added to IC.
Step 4: Filling RC: RC is filled up with the results of queries with high scores. For each retrieved query, the algorithm first checks whether the union of some term sets cached in IC equals to the query. If yes, the query is discarded, otherwise, the missed terms are calculated. Then the algorithm tries to find the missed terms in PC. If all missed terms are found, the query is discarded. Otherwise, the results of the query are added to RC.
Example 4: Table 3 shows example lists of sorted terms, term sets, and queries. Fig. 5 illustrates how the C3C filling algorithm works. Firstly, PC is filled up with the posting lists of 4 terms t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 . Then the algorithm starts to fill IC. For each term set in the sorted list, if all the terms are found in PC, the term set will not be cached in IC. In this example, term sets s 1 and s 3 are added to IC, while s 2 is discarded, since all the terms in s 2 are found in PC. Next, the algorithm starts to fill RC. For query q 1 , term set {t 4 , t 7 } is found in IC and term t 2 is found in PC, so q 1 is not cached in RC. For query q 2 , there exist two term sets {t 4 , t 7 } and {t 5 , t 6 } in IC, such that the union set equals to q 2 . Thus, q 2 is discarded. Query q 3 is added to RC, because there is no way to construct q 3 by only using the cached data in PC and IC.
V. EXPERIMENTS A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) DATA
A real AOL query log with 36 million queries issued in 2016, from March to May, was used in the experiments. Stopping words and punctuations in all queries were eliminated, and queries which were only issued onces were also removed. The cleaned query log was then sorted in the ascending order of the issued times of the queries. This log was divided into two parts: the first 70% for training and the second 30% for testing. A collection of around 8.8 million Wikipedia 2 documents was applied as the documents results to be queried in the experiments. These documents were indexed by using Apache Lucene. 3 Tables 4 and 5 summarize the detailed information of the data.
The top 50 results [13] were retrieved for each query in the cleaned query log to be stored in RC, and these results take about 30KB. Each result covers all the keywords in the query and stores a title, an URL and a snippet. In general, the posting list of a given term that is stored in PC is a list of L entries. Each entry consists of a document identifier and a frequency of the term in the document, and it uses 8 bytes. The size of the term's posting list in PC is 8 × L. We also set up the same entry of intersection list of an itemset as the posting list of a term.
2) PLATFORM
All algorithms were written in Java and executed on a Window 10 machine with 3.4 GHz dual-core CPU and 12 GB memory.
B. EVALUATING THE ALGORITHMS OF FILLING RC AND PC 1) CACHING POLICES
The five prevalent caching policies are reviewed in Section II, namely FB, FS, Cost, FC and FCS. In order to investigate 3 https://lucene.apache.org one caching policy that improves the hit ratios in our experimental setting, an empirical study was conducted on the result cache (RC) and the posting list cache (PC). We applied the five polices to both the two caches. Fig. 6 plots the hit VOLUME 7, 2019 ratios as a function of cache size for the five caching policies. Consistently, policy FS beats the other polices on both RC and PC. Hence, FS is taken as the default caching policy in the following experiments.
2) THE HIT RATIOS
We report the hit ratios of the proposed three caching filling algorithms, i.e., QOF, TOF, and SOF and compare them with a baseline algorithm that fills RC and PC separately. The filling algorithm of RC and PC proposed in a five-level cache architecture [17] is also taken as a comparison. Fig. 7 illustrates the hit ratios achieved by the five methods when the total cache sizes of 200 MB and 500 MB were used. The x-axis presents the ratio of the cache space of RC to the cache space of PC. We can observe that the three proposed algorithms perform better than the comparing methods and Algorithm TOF achieves the best performance. When the space size of RC varies from 10% to 40%, the hit ratio increases. However, it decreases as the RC's space size changes from 50% to 90%. Fig. 8 presents the duplicate hit ratios resulted from the five methods. Because TOF produces 0 duplicate hit ratio from caching, this algorithm is the best one.
C. EVALUATION OF C3C
In the previous experiments, it has been shown that algorithm TOF achieves the best performance in the dependency establishment between RC and PC. Hence, the proposed C3C filling algorithm adopts the idea of algorithm TOF. In this section, we evaluate the performance of C3C where dependencies are established among RC, PC, and IC.
1) TERM SET GENERATION
We generate two-term and three-term sets using algorithm TSG and evaluate the following four variants of IC in C3C architecture.
• IC3: only the intersections of the posting lists of threeterm sets are cached.
• IC2: only the intersections of the posting lists of twoterm sets are cached.
• IC23: both the intersections of the posting lists of twoterm and three-term sets are cached. The term sets are chosen according to strategy FS described in Section II.
• IC2-IC3: IC is split into two parts. One part caches the intersections of the posting lists of two-term sets. The other part caches the intersections of the posting lists of three-term sets.
2) HIT RATIOS COMPARISONS Fig. 9 shows the hit ratio of IC2-IC3 when varying the ratio of the sizes of IC2 and IC3 in an intersection cache. We observe that when the size of IC2 is set to 90% and the size of IC3 is set to 10%, the hit ratio of the intersection cache is the highest.
In the following experiments, we fix the ratio of the sizes of IC2 and IC3 at 90% to 10% for IC2-IC3 intersection cache. Fig. 10 shows the hit ratios of C3C where IC takes the form of IC2, IC3, IC23, and IC2-IC3. The x-axis is the ratio of the sizes of RC, PC, and IC in C3C. The total size of C3C is set to 200 MB and 500 MB. We observe that IC2-IC3 achieves the best performance compared with other variants of the intersection cache. The best way of allocating space for RC, PC, and IC is 30%, 20%, and 50%. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the hit ratios and the duplicate hit ratios of C3C, Five-Level cache [17] , and TLMCA [8] . C3C is the best in terms of both the hit ratio and the duplicate hit ratio. The reason is that the other two caches do not consider the content stored in each part, so that the cache space is under utilized, resulting in duplicate hits.
3) QUERY PROCESSING TIME
We evaluate the performance of the three methods (C3C, Five-Level and TLMCA) in terms of the total query processing time. Fig. 13 shows the total query processing time of the three methods versus the two cache sizes, 200MB and 500MB. As expected, avoiding duplicated contents of the three parts (RC, PC and IC) also improves the performance of C3C about the total query processing time. We observe that C3C is more efficient than the two existing methods. In other words, the total query processing time achieved by C3C is better than that of Five-Level, and TLMCA is the worst.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have proposed the new static content-based three-level web cache (C3C) that consists of three parts, i.e., a result cache, a posting list cache, and an intersection cache. In order to better use the cache space, we propose the C3C filling algorithm that establishes dependencies among the three parts. In other words, what to be cached in one part depends on the content of another parts, so that the three parts will not cache the same content. By using the proposed algorithm, the duplicate hits occurring in the existing methods are reduced and the hit ratio increases. We also propose a term set generation algorithm that provides the content to be cached in the intersection cache. The C3C filling algorithm takes the term sets as the source of the intersection cache. Extensive experiments were conducted on a real data set.
The results prove the effectiveness of the proposed cache architecture and the corresponding filling algorithms. 
